



HEARTBREAK HOUSE | Two River Theatre


"Impeccably acted." 

- The New York Times 

ALMOST BLUE | Flatiron Playhouse


“Antoinette LaVecchia exudes sensuality as she wanders through his life looking like a 
1960s Italian screen goddess.”   
- American Theatre 

MAGIC HANDS FREDDY | SoHo Playhouse


"Antoinette LaVecchia captivates…" 

- The New York Times 

"The acting is flawless. Antoinette LaVecchia is superb as Maria..." 

- Backstage  

TWO POINT OH | The Active Theatre 
NY Time Critic’s Pick


“Each of these actors displays their craft excellently…Humor is mixed in throughout the 
script for all the characters, but LaVecchia and McGuinness take the cake for best 
comedic scene.” 
—Shoshana Roberts, THEASY.COM 

"Antoinette LaVecchia relishes her role as a corporate cutthroat..."  
—Rochelle Denton, NYTheaterNow.com 

PRESS KIT 
As of June 2017



“This is a first-rate production, expertly directed by Michael Unger…And Antoinette 
LaVecchia chews up the scenery as the hard-driving, take-no-prisoners CEO…” 
—Eleanor Foa Dienstag, WOMAN AROUND TOWN 

STELLA AND LOU | Merrimack Repertory Theatre


“As Stella, LaVecchia strikes an artful 
balance between tentativeness and 
assertiveness. Stella is certainly no 
pushover, but there’s a vulnerability to 
her, and a yearning, that LaVecchia 
captures very well.”  
—Don Aucoin, Boston Globe 

“Antoinette LaVecchia and Bill 
Geisslinger are, well, simply perfect. 
That’s all – just perfect.”  
—Thomas Garvey, The Hub Review 

“Bill Geisslinger as the inflexible Lou, and Antoinette LaVecchia as the hopeful Stella 
are so perfectly ‘real’, I felt like I was a patron in an actual dingy bar eavesdropping…”  
—Tom Boudrot, Boston Events Insider 

THE ELECTRIC BABY | Two River Theatre


“The Magic That Storytelling Can Do…The imperceptible magic that pervades human 
existence and the power of myth to assuage sorrow are invoked by the playwright 
Stefanie Zadravec as she entwines the lives of strangers in “The Electric Baby,” a 
gently touching new drama at the Two River Theater Company. The actors provide 
effective performances …Antoinette LaVecchia lends her aphoristic Natalia a warm, 
forthright quality…”  New York Times 

“Dazzling and Original…The entire cast forms a harmonious ensemble with each 
creating a strong archetype…Antoinette LaVecchia is humorously morose as his 
Romanian equivalent.”  Talkin’ Broadway 

“In the end, the play’s soul resides with LaVecchia as Natalia, the hand that rocks the 
cradle and the (heavily accented) voice that sets the tone. In a work that’s often “so 



delicate that the light shines through,” hers is the presence that grounds “Baby” in a 
sense of humor, tradition and a certain tragic dignity that’s never so serious that it 
doesn’t entertain…”  Asbury Park Press 

STRING OF PEARLS | Primary Stages


“Ms. LaVecchia is inspiring…has impressive skills…”   
-The New York Times 


“…equally successful is Antoinette LaVecchia, nailing a 
self-effacing upper-middle class New Yorker and a 
talkative, heavily accessorized Latina on her way to 
study in Paris…”   
-Variety


“Antoinette LaVecchia excels at crisp urban characters 
such as a man-eating politico…”   
-Newsday  

“Antoinette LaVecchia is a wonder in several diverse 
roles…”  

- Back Stage  

“I was a little distracted...by the discovery of Antoinette 
LaVecchia, a presence new to me but clearly not to the art 
of acting."  
- The Village Voice 

“LaVecchia, who continually uses her shiny black hair to advantage, is hilarious as a 
Latina airplane traveler and forthright as daughter, Amy, who really isn’t that interested 
in the pearls.”   
-Theatre.com


“LaVecchia proves [herself] to be a deft chameleon, whether called on to be serious or 
funny.”   
-CurtainUp 

DEATHTRAP | Dorset Theatre Festival




“How do I love thee, Antoinette LaVecchia? Let me count the ways. I love thee in your 
stature. I love thee in your goofiness. I love thee in your poise. I love thee in your 
mocking. I love thee in your pout. I love thee in your tears…Someday I will solve what 
makes her tick. In the meantime, I’ll remain happily mesmerized. One moment she 
makes you cry; the next, you can’t stop laughing. Clearly, LaVecchia is at her best 
when fully engaged, taking the audience on a roller coaster ride in the front car.”   
-Telly Halkias, Bennington Banner  

THE PAVILION | Dorset Theatre Festival


In this hugely demanding role, Antoinette LaVecchia is a powerhouse..."  
- Boston Globe 


"...not enough can be said for LaVecchia, perhaps the finest piece of casting at DTF 
in years...Her well of her talent was seemingly bottomless.  
-The Bennington Banner 


"LaVecchia’s brilliant, mercurial performance alone is worth seeing, as she switches 
characters (both male and female) with a rapid-fire precision and spot-on comic timing 
that’s reminiscent of Robin Williams."  

- The Free George 

YOU SAY TOMATO, I SAY SHUT UP! | National Tour


"...she comes off like Julia Louis-Dreyfus – sarcastic, high-strung, never at a loss for 
words..."  

- Des Moines Register  

"...dark-haired, dimpled beauty Antoinette LaVecchia...resembles a prettier Nia 
Vardalos, mixed with a bit of the "That Girl"-era Marlo Thomas."   
- Buffalo News 

COMEDY OF ERRORS | Shakespeare on the Sound


“Antoinette LaVecchia is a knockout, lighting up the stage…” 

-Connecticut Post  

“Antoinette LaVecchia takes the stage with a hefty dose of charisma and holds the 
audience in the palm of her hand.” 




- The Norwalk Advocate 

A WORLD APART | Creation Production


"LaVecchia's Augustina is a most attractive and articulate woman." 

- Backstage  

"The Abbess, Mother Augustina, is played by Antoinette LaVecchia with delicacy, 
beauty and intelligence." - CU in the City 

LARAMIE PROJECT | Hartford Theartreworks


“Antoinette LaVecchia is remarkable.”  
- West Hartford News 

“LaVecchia...elicits the first big hush, and tears, in the audience.” 

- Hartford Record-Journal 

SWEEPERS | Urban Stages


“I was blown away by...Ms. LaVecchia’s rich, vivid performance – even her Boston 
accent had the ring of truth – is a vital reason to visit, or revisit this poignant portrait of 
a bygone world, teetering on the precipice of the Atomic Era.” 

- South Shore Record 
 
KIMBERLY AKIMBO | Manhattan Theatre 
Company (MTC)


"Antoinette LaVecchia is a show all by herself...a 
portrait of overblown nuttiness worthy of the late, 
great Gilda Radner."  
- Rocky Hill post 


"LaVecchia's pregnant and disabled mother will 
have you rolling in the aisles."  
- Branford Sound 



LITTLE DOG LAUGHED | Portland Center Stage


"...a smart-ass Mephistopheles in a white pantsuit."  
- Willamette Week 

I LOVED, I LOST, I MADE SPAGHETTI | Various Theatre's 
 

“Pretty, charming, funny and warm, Ms. 
LaVecchia connects instantly with the 
audience, and she makes Giulia utterly 
irresistible…She’s a wonderful mimic, too, 
giving precise definition to the Brooklyn 
accent of Giulia’s mother, to the drawling 
delivery of the cartoonist, to the brogue of 
the boyfriend from Scotland. And she acts 
not only with her voice but with her entire 
body. It’s not just that she’s slicing and 
dicing and cranking away at that pasta 
machine as she prepares the food. Italians 
are famous for talking with their hands, but 
Ms. LaVecchia adds her knees, her shoulders, her neck to the conversation.”   
-The New York Times


“It’s an entertaining crowd-pleaser due in no small measure to its on-stage cooking 
concept, funny observations of mating rituals and pop culture, and Antoinette 
LaVecchia’s personable performance.”  
– Hartford Courant


“I Loved, I Lost, I Made Spaghetti is an entertaining tale of romantic misfires and Italian 
cooking told by an appealing, intelligent central character who’s better at picking out 



the ingredients for a tasty antipasto than identifying boyfriend material.”   
-Hartford Examiner 

“Antoinette LaVecchia ought to win a Superwoman award for her performance.”  
Connecticut Out & About


“Antoinette LaVecchia sparkles like a fine Chianti in Connecticut playwright Jacques 
Lamarre’s stage adaptation of Giulia Melucci’s bestselling memoir, getting a delectable 
world premiere at TheaterWorks … An enjoyable evening about good food and bad 
relationships.”   
-BroadwayWorld


